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CALC’(JLATI03Tor THE I~?DUCED EFFICIE~Cy OF
HEAVILY LOADED PROPELLERS HAVING Ii?TI’13TITENUMBER OF 3LADES*
By J?. Losch
Based on a suggestion inaiieby ~.. Prandtl, the present
report contains an approximate method of computing the in.
duced efficiency of hea-~ily loaded propellers in suitable
form for exteilsion to finite number of blades, and a com-
parison of the results obtained by this simple method with
the data of the Betz-Eel:flbold theory for heavily loaded
propellers. It is found that - quite a:part from the accord
in the limiting case cjf light loading - good figreement ob-
tains for relatively low as for relatively high coeffi-
cients of advance. A direct calculation of the (cs, ~i)
curves by the two methods affords excellent agree!nep.t up
tO vi = 0,5, even for e-f2&&e=&+=nc.esin the neigilborhood of
0.5, 1, 2. >s
Notation
p , air density
R, propeller radius
r, distance of any propeller element from the axis
1’
x =_, nondimensional radial coordinate of any -propel-
R ler element
F
P
= TTR2, swept-disk area of propeller
li~rag ratio of profile
CP’ ~.
u]
P’
angular velocity
*’l~ber die Berechnung des induzierten Wirkungsgrads stark
belasteter Luftschrauben unendlicher Blattzahl. fl Luftfahrt-
forsc”hung, VO1, 15, no. i’,July 6, 1938, pp. 321-325,
.
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U=RW tip speed
P’
v, velocity of ad’vance
~=~,
coefficient of advance
u
w, impact velocity
@=arCtan ‘, angle of advance
rw
P
1
- w,
pi = arc:”tan 22—, induced angle o.f advance
r ‘%
1
- wa~, axial component of the interference velocity at
2 the blade
1.
~wt, tangential component of the interference velocity
at the blade
ity at the blade
S+c
s PV2 Fp, thrust
c
s’
coefficient of thrust loading
c ~, coefficient of power loading
qi=~ for
‘P = o, induced efficiency
A
A
i
= ?;’
induced coefficient of adva~ce
+m) = (m)
- r(r), total circulation about the blade sections at
r from the axis
—
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circulation ‘distribution
,., ....
,:J4 ““‘~K(:)’(& 1 ‘“;m ‘ . .:.:.,... ~ .,r
...
m,n ——dx. .,a,n i - -~-,
, (X +’ Ai’)n :.
0
,.
,,
1. IitPRODUCTION
,.
Visualize a propeller of llinfi-~j,tellbla,de number !IIOV-
ing with coefficie~lt of adv&nce h in a free stream. Let
Cs and respectively,‘1’ denote its thrust loa.ing andA
power loading computed for vanishing profile lift/drag ra-
~,9
tio Cs
‘P
so that TIi = ~ ,is its induced efficiency. The
“
~roblem in tile followin..y involves the solution of the re-
lationship between T:i, c., and A for the case of heavy
.,
loading. Thereby it is assumed that the propeller is an
ltOptiiflUmllpropeller in the usual sense, i.e., produces a
given tilrust ~ith least possible energy loss.
One approxiinate rfiethodfor com-pu.ting the desired rela-
tionship between vi, cs, and A ties in with the case
of light loading. In this case th~ flow sufficiently down-
stream from a propeller having minimum energy 10SS is, ac-
cording to Betz (reference 1, pp. 69-70), as if the path
covered by each propeller blade (a ‘helical surface whose
pitch at distance r from the axis is given 3Y the angle
of advance ~ = arc tan ~) had. con~ealed and shifted
P
backward at a definite velocity, callefl the impact velocity
w (fig. 1). On the basis of this theorom, the interference
velocity at the blade can be computed. in the following
known manner (cf. reference 1, pp. 88-89):
Since Betz?s so-called helical surfaces lie close to-
gether. on the propeller of infinite blades, the interfer-
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ference velocities are axially: symmetrical in respect to
the axis of the slipstream, that is, their magnitude de.
pends solely upon the distance r from the axis. More-
over , the interference v“elocit?-es are perpendicular to the
helical surfaces created by their displacement at velocity
w (as a result of which the radial component of the inter-
ference velocity, particularly, disappears), Besides,
since, owing to the light loading, the slipstream contrac-
tion can be ignored, the interference velocit~es in the
swept-disk area are half as great as in the developed slip-
.
stream. Therefore, if .$ wa indicates the axial component,
1 the tangential component, and 1 Wn the total inter-
5 ‘t 2
ference velocity at the blade, the components at distance
r from the axis can be expressed (as shown in figure 2) by
w as follows:
1 1
27 ‘n=~ w Cos p
. .
hence:
I Lw 1
Z ‘a = 2 n Cos ~ = ZW Cos 2P
1 1
-mr=-w
2t2n
sin ~ = I w sin ~ cos ~
2
and , as a result of tan ~ = v/r w
P
(r WP)2 . 1
1 1 1 v(r Wp)
- , - w = - w —-—
ZWa=zw ‘— 2t2
(1)
V2 + (r WP)2 v2 + (r wp)2
or, after introduction of the nondimensional radial coordi-
T
nate x=-,
R
According to a remark by L. Prandtl (reference 1, p. 89)
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the foregoing formulas afford “a practical approximation
for the interference velocities on moderately loaded pro-
* ,,.
-.,
pellers, when ,V is replaced- by v +’”2 w;’ tlirtiughwhich
2
v +$W
the induced angle of advance pi = arc tan -- takes
rw
.P
the place of the angle of advance
tions (1) read:
@ (fig. 3) . Then equa-
1 1 (r Wp)a”
-wa=-w —n----
2 2
( V+* W”)2 2+ (r wp)
( 1 )v+-. wrw1 1 ,2 P
-Wt =-w
2 2
(
1
)
~
V+-w 2, + (r WP)2
(3) .
or, after introducing x wand the slip d = ~,
1
2
1 x
- V?a = - w —————
2 2
x‘+ A2(1+; )2 ‘
1
1 ““x?%)1 } (4)
-w =-w
2t2
2
x
)
.+~2G +:)2
Yrom these equations both the thrust and the perform-
ance are directly obtainable by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem.
The t otal ci~culatiorr about all propeller elements at equal
distance r from the axis is:
J’+ (’=)
= r(r) =2mrwt /
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and the ensuing elements of- the axial .and tangential force
actin~ on the propeller are:
. .
These expressions, when written in equation (4) fol-
lowed by inte,~ration of d S and r u! d T over the whole
..... P
propeller; i. e., after introduction of x over x from O
to 1, give the thrust and performance as:
o
.++2
——.. —-
2T- +A2(’1+~2..
‘\ 2 )
1dxl
-1
(5)
J4
where denotes tne nondimensional circulation distri -
P = 1
.—.-— -
( d2~1+-\ 2 )
‘P /4 : ,x’
--- ———
VW
(
?92
X2 ‘+ A21+~\ )
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The induced efficiency f-ollows dir6ct from equations(5)
*-..-,,= and .(6) as:
. ... .,.7,,
,, ,..
or inversely the slip expressed by the efficiency
2(1 - ~i)
$= -—— ..— (8)
With regard to Kraiaorls application (reference 3) in
the following, it i.s recommended to transform the expres-
sion (equation (5)) for tlie thrust. To this end the in-
d.uced coefficient of a~var~ce Ai = 1 is introduced and a
‘l-l:
notation patterned after d61.n”bold,
$4 ~m
m,n =- 4:1 (> ) = ‘>’ ———
! (~’ + Ai2)n:,0
J.
is posed:
d X (IQ, n WliOle, (9)
mositive;
These integrals otviously comply with the relation
l/ith this notation we find:
f’y=’)
J
o
d
/
.2 1 X3
.—— dx=
I ~z +~iz ‘
o
,91 A~2 X3 ‘“
,,(4
‘“31
/
2, (~)
x= -- -- ~ X=”Ai K32
(X2 + Ai2)2
co”
and iiltroduced in ,equation (5) while allowin’g for
.:
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+) (f=) +)
31 - Ai2 If32 = 52
applicable hy virtue of equation (10) ,
s
c = =,4 iiIs(m)+.2*2 I&)
s 31 522
~nR2v
,.
(11)
The elimination of d from equations(8) and (11)
leaves the desired relationship “between ~i,
7) Cs’
and A.
The evaluation of integrals K3~ and ~::) gives
Jd hi2
m
1
-2A 21n(’l+— )
+ --— 1
“52
’21_ i \
~i2 l+ Ai2d
which, w-hen written into equati.’on (11) along with $ from
equatioil (8), gives:
4.(1 - Ti) ~ ( ) ?i211 - (2-~i) xi’ 111~l+x+ +(l-~i)cs = ‘——— 1@’ L i ,l+ATJi
(12)
3. METHOD 01’ COMPUTING THE INDUCED EFFICIENCY
ACCORi)IXG TO BETZ-HELM30LIl
Betz arid Helmbold “(refsreI~,co2) have developed a the-
ory for t“he heavily loaded propeller which allows for the
slipstream contraction. The relationship between thrust
and efficiency for the best propeller according to their
theory is as follows*:
——.. -. —-— —
*To ~reser~c the modern standards of symbols, the notation
use~ hereinafter differs from that employod in the Betz-
Helinbold report; particularly, the radii and velocities re-
lating to the developed Jet are denoted with a dash, while
on tile corresponding quantities relatin~; to the propeller
circle the dash has been omitted.
,.-.
..-
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“’ With the customary optimum consideration for the
ligh_t’lyloaded propel ler,:.,- it is found first of all that
the most f&orable thrust gradingi s--olta.ined,i.f.,a.sm.aJ.2~c r 1 ~-.-
increase in thrust is ‘produced 3y a @err’eSpdntling circu- 7
lati”on increase at every -point of the propeller with the *
same efficiency. This also ,holds.for hpayy lo.zjd+ng. .
In the’ case o’f lightly loaded propeller, the effect
on the slipstream is the same &s- if this supplementary
thrust w&?& applied at.a, point of the propeller circle
itself or at .a.corresponding point of the slipstream. The
latter offers o’f invalidating the reaction
of the thrust - on the rest of the propeller, and
it leaves a simple condition for the interference velocity
in the d~veloped slipstream and hence for tile thrust grad-
in~;a
In the case ofaheavily load er, on the other
hand , the shifting of the thrust r inithe slip-
stream is not summarily admissible. now an increase
in circulation and helice of the thrust at any point r=ro
of the propeller circle, results in increased axial flow L.;..-.
velocity at the propeller circle, once at point r=ro
itself, and then, on account of the increased jet rotation ~’
and the engendered rise in positive pressure in the jet,
on the entire disk area r~r. .coll,sequently, more fluid
streams thrrou~h the propeller ~~rcle than
.,.,
‘oefore the circu- ,,
lation rise. Contrariwise, applying the same circulation
/.
rise at a corresponding point of the slipstream again re-
sults in increased axial flow velocity, but now, since the
amount of flow is given by the far upstream propeller cir-
cle, on which nothing is changed, it effectuates a supple-
mentary jet contraction. Hence, in order to obtain the
same developed jet and so the same thrust as with the circu-
lation rise at the propeller circle, the circulation in-
crease which effects a suppleioentary thrust A Sl must bo
accompanied by an increase in jet, which involves a further
supplemental thrust As~. Then, observing that the effect
of t-he jet increase A s~ is proportional to the supple-
mentary thrust Asl, w“e obtain as t-hru-stincrease, which
corrcspoilds to the questioned circulation increase at the
propeller circle itself,
As=. ASl+AS2=Cb Sl
,.
with C>l.
,.,.,,---., --,, - . --,- —-,--- . .... , , ,.-, .- .... .. ...... .. . ... .—
In the Iletz-Helmbold theory, the decisiv e.assumption
is made that C is unaffected ‘by the. radius :r at which
the supplementary thrust i’sapplied. lt is shown that
this can be realized by suitable (proba”bly fairly little)
curvature of t-he swept-dis’k area. Gn th~se premises, the
optimum consideration can be carried ‘on in the same manner
as for the lightly loaded propeller. i)enoting with RI
the radius of.the tdeveloped slipstream and with w,%1 and
‘t”
respectively, ‘the axial and tangential component of
the interference velocity in the. jet solely dependent upon
the distance rt from the axis. the condition reads
V(r’w
-Wt’)p
- —. -=
‘fll (13)
t“!ul(v +Wa’)
P
with
~~<1 unrelated to rl. Introducing the auxiliary
quantities constant with T;l also over the total jet ra-
dius
equation (13) can be written in the form
v +- Wa! .“. 1 v
—
.—-—. = ~- (1 + $1)
rlw - Wtlp “w r Iw2
(14)
(15)
By combining this equation w~.th tl.?.egeneral relations
following from the energy balance and the consideration of
the centrifqlgal forces existing in the jet, war “and Wtr
can be computed; it is
. .
J —-— J —-—1 + A12 - 1 + X12
k= —-—-———-—
*
J1 + A12
———— (16)
,- *
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if, for the sake of abbreviation, we put: ‘
—.. , .,___
~1=$ ~=>, xl = (1”-+ +1) A“ =-=-’””- ”””(l;j” ‘“
RI ~
P
R! ~
P
(fig. 4). Then the womentum equation gives the thrust
loading and the induced efficiency as:
and
whereby*
1 r
,1
i“
+
.
‘2 + 13
.——
11 -2iz
3)
1_i
RI
.
1
——..
11 = r 2rl~drl”prl [up wti ,~Rlanv2~o
2
\
.L-I
= ~’wp.’‘-n(1+- +:;] ‘ ,
(18)
(19)
-—--—— -..——-
*TWO typographical errors appearing ,in )3et.z-Helmboldl s re-
port (reference 2) have been. corrected.
. .
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This affords a presentation of the (c~, Ti), curves relat-
ing to the different A by means of the parameter fil,
provided that the ratio of Goiltraction ,~ is knomnk It
R’
is computed by means of the so-called “contraction equationlt
1
~.2 ‘t” ‘t ‘
—. .-— = ‘)C(b-—’ (21)
where C is the previously cited, assumedly constant
quantity, and ~ denotes tile ratio ~ ~1
1
of the cross
w
section perpendicular to the propeller axis of an individ-
ual stream tube in the developed jet to the corresponding
section at the propeller circle, and ~2 the ratto
~1
T of a finite disk area F! = r!an in the developed
jot to the correspondin.~ F = r% on the propeller circle
and so form the relation
fi’Ofilequations (21) and (22), ~1 anld ~a can be ascer-
tained as functions of rt with the parameter C. The
y.lar.tity C is finall;y obtained when K1 and 52 are in-
troduced in equation
RI
(>/( 1. ,2 K~ 1.~rlw \2r!;TdrlP ‘t’~-wt ~/
.
o
RI
-r( * ,2 2— 2 rl w W’+w -W+l
./0 Pt
)2rt Trdr’ (23)
a“ “
whicil is obtained when the total propeller thrust is once
expressed by the momentum equation t’hroug”hthe velocities
in the jet and once by i~eans of the K-dtta-Joukowsky theorem
through the velocities at the propeller circlo itself, Hav-
ing computed C therefrom, the ~2 taken for this C and
rl = RI is the desired contraction ratio. ‘The result is a .
.. generally “sufficient approxiination , .
,-.,
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R2
()— =c-
.(
(c- “--LA’ I.n l+_LJ1) k\R1/ . ‘,~,,+ ~,:,,1
-~2/
1 l--
is
wi th c=l+--——————
.
11 .-2i3
13.
.
(2’4)
,,.
4. COj/~ARISON 01’ T;IE RESULTS 03’ BOTH l\fIETHODS
Of tne two meth~is for coaputing the induced effi-
ciency of haa-rily loa.fie:ipropellers, the approximation
process of section.2 is by far the sil[lpler.- Besides the
obtaincfl formulas admit of a plausi”~le application tcj the
case of finite blade r.umber (ref~rcnce 3)0 It is tilcre-
ffirc significant to state th,at the r esults achieved l;y
tilis i:~ethodare in surprisingl;r ~coo,dagrcc~~ent with the
da.tr.obtained by the 3etz-.Hel:QiJolflthc~r;~, A .tfirst it
will be shown that ‘both so~utions in the vicinity of three
li:fliting ca.ses are in agrce;ne:Llt:
a) Light loadiil~~ (* 3 ar.d
(reference 2, p. 8)): Tne de~elop~ilenjlof ~.’
respectively,
and C3 iIL
equation (7) or (11) for any fixed A accor~in~ tO tl.e
powers of i, gives:
Likewise, the expansion of equation (18) to (20) with fixed
Al in powers of ~ives
+1’ “
Vii =1- ‘1y+..., Cs:= $.)2 .(2tij .x,’ lrl (1 + := ’l,+..]
L L 1 f.1 J
if tl~e r~~afjfon k=l-+tl(. ..)+. .0 following from
equation (16) is taken in-to consideration.. I?or ‘iJ1+0,
‘t
l—+~; then the contraction crj?~ation.(21) yives
1 1 RI
-- + -- = C and hence — = 1, :iCCor3iixgly, the (physi-
K1 K2 R I
‘“~1
tally plain) relation -- - 1 for lightly loaded propellers
Rgives
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Cs r-2hl- lL “ ln (1’+;)]
Thu S, both solutions give in first approximation.
c r
s
-4 (1 - qi) 1 - X2
L.
,.(, +;);
b) Small coefficient of advance (A -0, (reference 2,
p. 15)): In this case equations (7) and (11) give for
fixed ~:
1
‘Oi ‘ “ Cs +24 +02 for A -—70
1+:
The Betz-IIelmbold solution for fixed $1 gives for Al+o .
according to equation (16):
,1 + ?51/2
k - ———
l+al
and according to equations (la) to (20):
2
“w’t
Ii’orvanishing efficiency — -+0; for it equation (21)
~1 ~
P
gives
11 ( 1 +- *1/2C and hence R’ )2 . __..=_ = ——
~1 ~2 %-) 1+*1
Accordingly the application of
to siflallcoefficient advance gives
,-.,.
.
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,,
Hence both solutions give for A ~
tion
4(1 -
c - Ti)
s
qi2
..
0 in first ap@”roxiaa-
.... .,
c) Great coefficient of advance (A~m): To ShOW
the accord of both solutions at high coefficients of ad-
vance , we first develop equation (12) for fixed d accord-
ing to the powers of 1 and obtain- terms of higher than
x
s~cond order 1being disregarded in - -
A
The corresponding expansion of the Iletz-Iielmbold quantities
1
for fixed *I in y’o.wersof -- gives according to equa-
A1
tion (16):
whi ch , written in equati~n (18) to (20) for
gives:
?)1 +-J
2 1
‘qi=——-+ (’..) - + ...
1+$1 Ala,
(26)
,, , ,,,——-—, —,,,,. . .. . .. ,., —--, ..—..-,. . .
16
For
K1 =
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Al —b Co, ——
+ r+~; and equation (21) yields:r! ~
P
1+01
K2 == .— , hence C=land~=l. Accordingly,
C+dl .K
the use of the (physically plausible) relation ‘s - 1
li- fer
hiqh coefficients of advance yields
(27)
From equatio~~ (26) and (27) therefore follows:
2(1 -roi) .Ti z
c
s ()- -—.--— -.TIi ‘AJ
ii, accordance with equation (25).
Ia order to obtai~l a further lasis for the order of
agreement of both solutions, various (Cs, q:) Curves
were computed. by both methods. For instance, the values
of X, mi, and Cs were computed for
~t= Ah ~ 1 and
~t
a series of 31 values by tlie 3etz- Helmbold. method with
equations (17) to (2G) and (24)0 ‘The results are indicated
as solid. curve mar’ked ~!=l in figure 5. Then the cor-
responding value Cs for each thus computed pair Of A,
Ti was computed acdording to the approximation. (equation
(12)) for comparison, The result, the dotted curve :X! = 1,
is shown in figure 5. The same calculation was repeated
for Al = 0.5 and At = 2. In “both cases the (Cs> ‘Vi)
curve obtained by Fraildtll s approximation (dashed curve,
fig. 5) manifests a “surprisingly good qgrebment with the
(Cs, ~i) curve (solid curve, fiCo 5) computed according to
the 3etz-Helmbold method.
,-..
.
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THE INDUCE~ EFFICIENCY OF OPTllJUItiPROPELLERS
HAVING A FINITE NUMBER OF BLAi)ES*
By K. N. Kramer
.,
Tile load coefficients Cs and Ct’ related to an in- .,,
ducid efficiency ~i are in part determined by exact cal-
culation and in part by” interpolation for 2, 3, 4, 6, and
,.8 blades and any coefficient of advance h. The results
are presented in two charts, figures 8 and 9.
.,
1. INTRODUCTION
The highest possible induced efficiency ~i for free-
running propellers can be computed from the assumption of
optimum circulation distribution and vanishing profile
drag as the ratio of effective to– input power : S v : N.
Its importance in the evaluation of the quality of con-
structed propellers as in general considerations about the
energy balance of an airplane is similar to that of the in-
duced drag of a wing with elliptic lift distribution. Now,
the majority of formulas used in practice are based on the
assumption of light loading and iilfinite llade number or
else involve a subsequent conversion to finite blade num-
ber by correction factors based on the premise of small
coefficient of advance and requiring a discussion of its
railge of application. But , as airplane speeds increase,
i.e., as the coefficients of advance increase, th’e thrust
reduction toward t’he slipstream boundary due to the finite
blade number becomes more and more effective and so ‘akes
it increasingly necessarY to take the actual number of
blades into consideration.
Aside from that, the more rapid drop in efficiency
calls for formulas which promise adequate correctness down
‘o Ti = 0.50.
-——- ———
.——
*llInduzierte Wirkungsgrade von Best-Luftschrauben endlicher
Blattzahl. ll Luftfahrtforsc~ung, VO1. 15, no- 7* JulY 6$
1938, pp. 326-333,
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The reason that these improvements have not been car-
ried out simultaneously until now, is partly due to the
fact that, while the solution- ‘of’”’the”optii-m’um”ci-rculation
distribution rests, according to Betz (reference l),,on a’
simple physical state.flent, the .”evaluation in conformity
with the solution of ,Goldsteinls potential problem (nefer-
en~e 2) for finite blade number becomes more troublesome
and wearisome as the coefficieilt of advance lecomes great-
er.. Furthermore , the so--computed distribution is, strict-
ly speaking, optiinuin only for light blade loading, while
for the thrust and performance coefficients of heavily
loaded propellers, there exists only Prandtlts approxima-
tion (reference 1), and for the infinite-blade propeller
only the Betz-IIelmbold theory (reference 3) , which is di,-
rectly applicable to finite blade number. The basic pr~n-
ciples of the last two have been described in tile preced-
ing report by 1?. L6sch.
In view of the marked agree.ilent of thes’e results down
to r~i = 0.50, the same process is to be followed for fi-
nite blade number. The thrust formula (reference 4, equa-
tiOilS (11) and (6)) is suitably transf.orined for finite
blade number
8(1 - Ti )
~(~)+~(1 - vi)’ ~(z)
-.———
Cs = ?7i 31 T-j,2 52
and with it t-ne.formula for the power loading:
Cs 8(1 - Ti ) ~C(Z) 8(1 - ~i.~ JZ)..
ct=,T=- +
Ti 2
31 52
Ti 3
3ereby the optimum circulation distribution
rep’laces
.
Jz) =“K p :.- X2q
Xi’ + ‘X2
f)
and
.,
1
l<(Z) r Kx~nm,n =
~’ (xi’ + X2)n
dx
(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
-...
l-ep12Ces K(=) The fac.tor K
m,n” is as in Helm’ooldls report
(reference 5) Ca,lled ‘laverage factorm ’l It gives the ef_
feet of the blade nunber z and depends, like & ~p
t~l~ 10cation x=r:R of the propeller ele.lent and 021
the lliil~l,bced~oeffi.cient of advance: 11
.
(1.5)
For iilfinite blade nu:~her (referer.ce 4, p. 323) , the fY:IC_
(1.6)
According to Goldstein (refererice 2), ~ (z) skould be com.-
put’ed for finite bla.d.enu~iber for each z and Ai, and
K computed therefro;.n according to equation (1.3), and
(z)
then K3 ~ ~(z)and
.52 defined by plani~~etry.
In the followin?, the already available calculations
for the two-blade propeller are first extended to cover
any Q,r,eatcoefficient of alvance (section 2). Then it is
attempted to fore~o the rest of the calculation for other
blade numbers and to” tiscertain the inte~ral values direct
by interpolation (section 3). In conjunction with a fur-
tiler method of interpolation, it succeeds in presenting
the entire results in a practical chart (section 4), which’
.qlves, aside from the unavoidable efficiency drop due to
t;ie axial ener?y of t.le slipstream (axial efficiency ~a,. , f
of eleincntar;r jet theory), the induced propeller efficiency
for 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and m n~.i]ib~r of ‘blades (section 5).
ihen the gain in efficiency due to increased blade number
is immediately appareilt. One partic-ular advantage accru-
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ing therefrom. iS that the e.ffect.,of the profile’ lift~drag
.
ratio” tp .,..(assumedCons.tqnt over,.the blade) on the effi-
...!-...
ciency is ap-proximately inaepende~t frok ‘th”enurhbei”-”of
blades, as w~’11 be proved in a la~e”r’repoit~. :~~~
,. -.
‘.2. CAL CUiATIONSFOR THXT170LBLADE PROPELLER ~ ~
‘ The starting point and at the same time the major
part of the whole task lies. in the solution of the optimum
circulation distribution
@
(X; Xi). As this involves
the use of series of ~e~~el Y~-nctiO~ls, w-nit-hfor the” most”
are available in tables for even b’lt not uneven z, the
majority of evaluati”onsha.d been made only for the two-
blade propeller rather than the much more common tilree-
blade propeller’. Such Distributions were available*
11
a) for Ai=--; -;. ,,oo;J; L (Goldstein (reference
,> 109. 32
2, p. 450)) ;
b) for Ai = ~; ~; ~~’ ~-; ~. ~ (Lock-Yeatman (refer-
5 4 3 5 2’3
ence S, p. 25, table” ‘?’)).
The latter - based in part on Gollsteinl~ interim re-
Slllts - &re’the result of a series transformation improving
tne convergence and for that reason are slightly different
from Goldsteinls figures especial:~y in proximity~of the
blade tip. But at the ver~ tip (X = 1), Goldstein as well
as LoC-k would have found Q= -G.924; -0.046,; -0.059 for
Ii i ~; ~;.~ as is readily proved,
5
whereas a simple physi-
3 2
cal consideration calls f,qr’,value zeqo,,,just a,s’the circu-
lation disappears at tile e~~&e of a wing of finite span.
Hence the error, which in the tables cited’ under “a),and
b) amounts at the..bla.de.,t.ip to 3.; 8~~~ 17.jpercent ,of the
maximum circulation, rests on tlis Inaccuracy of tile con-
stants involved in the series of Bessel. functions, computed
by Goldstein as varia~~es iil a System of infinitely many
-—— ——- —. ---- ---
*These tables contain tb.e optimum di$.trib}tion Qs respec-
tively indicated by ru.)/mwv, or Kcos O for agreeing
arguments X’: Ai, indicated with w and cot Q, ,re-
spectively.
i.’
.- —
/
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linear equations. No doubt the error decreases from the
blade ti~ inward, hut its rate of decrease is not summari-
ly predictable, neither is the ez”rect,on (2)K(a) and K52
31
at which the outer blade zones enter more heavily than the
inner zones, nor t-ne extent of impairment of the ,interpol-
ation in reference 6, p. 17, table 1.
Either Lock~s or Goldsteinls calculating method would
have entailed too much paper work for ,coefficients of ad-
vance of 1 or more. Further series transformations togeth.
er with a suitable premise for the solutions of the equa-
tion systems involved made it possible to carry out the
calculation of Q for any other high coefficient of ad-
vance and any number of blades with greater accuracy and
in less time. Neither the derivation nor the calculating
procedure can be discussed here. But the results of the
evaluations made so far shall be published.
Table I gives the optimum circulation distributions
for the 2-blade propeller, while figure 6 sh,ows various
related optimum distributions of the ‘infinite-blade pro-
peller for comparison. The correlated infinite equation
1 1
systems for ~i = - and4. ‘5 were solved anew , the values
in the table cited under b) corrected accordingly and the
intermediate points obtained by accur”ate plotting. In ad-
ditio,n, all calculations for all arguments were carried
through for A“i = ~, 1, and 2.5. A remarkable confirmation
2
was found for the values Of ~i = 2.5 through the approxi-
4’
.mation for great coefficients of advance following from
&) 1 .the expansion of in powers of -:
A
Q(2)=J=[”l 2X2+11’—— . .
l-r ;Ai2 ‘6 “ri4J
(2.1)
The discrepancies over the whole radius were less than 1
gercent for hi = 2.5. The first term of the expansion
coincided with the solution - known through conformal
transformation - of the potential problem of, rotating
strip for infinite coefficient of advance. .
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TABLE I
.(~) ‘
- Optiinum Circulation Distribution (~
-.-—
x
0.1
.2 ‘
.4
.45
.5
.6
,
.7
.75
.86
I
.85
.90
.925
.95
.975
—— .—
,., -, !.
,,
\ ,,
. . ‘.
.—.
Ai=i
‘4
.—— — .
0.232
.418
l549
.6.29
.655
.6’71
– .6’79
.654
.
.623 ~
~
.5!30 I
I
.528 I
.449 ~
I
.395 /
.329
.6’79
.—
for the 2-Blade Propeller .,.
0.164
.3G3
.412
.4??6
.~lo
.528
— .540
.!517
.493
.45’7
413.
l351
.311
.260
.19
0.0919
:..1.’75~
.“.246
.297
.331
--.3%5
.338
.325
.305
.276
.235
.173
.—. —.
.345
—.—
I
0.0283
:0552-
- .G’795
.0s99
.1082
.1155
.1,239
—
,1243
.1213
.1156
.1061
,0919
.0817
,0687
.049’7
0.00494
.00974
.01415
.01806
.01976
.02124
.,,
.G2342
;“02423
.C2396
.O231O
.02147
.0137 ‘
.01s3
.0141
.0103
--t-—. —.— ——
.125 I .0242
Table II gives t~le aver~ge factor K defined by
equation (1.3). It indicates the ratio of optimum cir-
culation for. 2=2 to that.’for z=~ for equal coef-
ficient of advance and efficiency on corresponding blade
radii , or more explicitly: the ratio of average axial in-
terference velocity Wa (in time rate) behind a 2-blade
propeller to the (constant in time) interference velocity
\
.,
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at the same point ‘behind a propeller of infinite nUl~ber of
blades. For high coefficients of advance, equation (2.1]
affords the approximation
,.
.
.~~~l+4x2-il‘i ,,:.:.>.,.,; ,“ u .—
1
(2.2)
..’
‘rTx L 6
~-
i
TABLE II - Average Factor ~ = @
, &)
\:1-, “i,% ‘+;
. .....
0.1
.2
. .
3
.4’
.45
.5
.7
.75
.85
.9
. 925
.975
-.
“1/4
.——
1.682
1.071
0 yr
,/-
,929
.874
.857
l339
,q’t-l
.797
.737
.692
.637
.574
,.,,,
:..;-’
.’484
.424
.352
for the 2-31ade Propeller
1/3
1.987
..146
.920
.823
.790
.762
.706
.635
.591
.537
A77
.399”
.351
.292
.21
1/2
2.390
1.274
,~’Ll
.927
.750
.663
;g8;
.510
.469
.424
,-
*37:
.307
<
.220
.—
—.
2/3
—.
2.62
1.35
.940
.733
.568
.512
.522
.442
.399
.356
.310
.252
.22
.182
.13
_—.-
1.0
——.—.
2.858
1.436
.963
.724
~s?i
.343
.577
.468
.378
,355
.337
.296
.253
,~og
.205
.177
@
!45.
.102
2.5
.—
3.092
1.532
,997
,724
.630
.552
.430
.333
.290
.249
.207
4163
.139
.112
.078
m
3.167
1.559
L01-2
.729
.,
.632
.551
,,.:
:424
....
.325
-, “.:-7
.239
. i54
,131
}.2<
.105
.073 ,
.——
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The first term suppli8d in figure 7 the.boundary
-- points of the paraine.ter,curves on the ordinate axis
(l:xi= o), the second term the curvature parabolasat
those noints. This .diagram allows an exact interpola-,
,.
tion of _G(2) to a prescribed xi: rea?i the ;o:,@inates
above the “relative ““abscissa for the different parameters
x and compute & in equation (1.3). Thus, it is seen
,.’.
that the distribution for Xi .= ~ cited under b) is much
.
more accurate than that f,or xi = & and requires only
2
minor changes for the extreme blade points.
J2)The two columns for ~1 and @ 52 in.table III
are the result of planimetration. The following are prac-
tical approximate formulas for all coefficients of advance:
J2) 1
31=— (2..3)
2 +2.5 hi + 16 ~iz
and
J2) 1,.
52 z — — (2.4)
2 + 2 hi + 32~~< + 32 ~i4
The premise for these so posed that they give, on the
one hand, the correct values 1/2 for Ai = O and, on the
other, agree for ~i~ ~ in the first terms of the series
expansions with those following from equation (2.2). Through
ciloice of the middle terms in the denominators, equation
(2.3) gave as maximum relative error +3 percent at ~i ‘ ~
and -3 percent at ‘i ~ 3, While the values in equation
(2.4) are 5 percent too lowmt Al z $., AS first “application
‘the integral values for Ai = 1.5 and 2.0 were inter-
polated by plotting the differences between the exact val-
ues of the table and the approximations from the above
formulas.
~:;) ~<(z)
~(z) ~(z)
= -—
31
~(m) ‘r 52 = -& (2,5)
31 52
1 mmml -1¤¤ mm Immm.,,m-m-mmm .,,.B ,.!! . . . .
.,. .
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TA3~E .l’11”~’Integr”al Values an.d-llqpivalence: ~actors
,,:. :
,,
,.. for the 2-Blade propeller
A. =
1
,,
~
1/10
1/9
l/8.“
““1/7.
. .
1/3
1“/5
1/4
1/3
1/2
/23
1.0
1.5
,2.0
2.5
great
m
.—
———..
J2)”
=
’31” ‘.
..-
-%.5
.410 ‘
.3!78”‘
.385”
.368
.345
.313
.,2?G ‘
.2il
.1353
.0919
:0493
.0245
.0144
.oOS?52
eq. (2.’7)
o
-—.——.
..
;(.) _
52 .—.
0,-5“. .
.392
..
.378’
.352
..3.41...
.274
.156 ,
.0807
.3436 ,
.0151
.W43
.C015S
.000689
eq. (2.8).
@
..-
:. ~(,j~
J2),,
J2) 31 i (2)
31 ‘ ~;~ / 752 = ‘LlJ:) .“31
—...———.— .—
1“, : 1
I
0.860 [ 0.854
.1
.842 i“ 0.837
.824
~
0.819
I
I
~800 0.792
.766 ~ 0.755
.729
.704
l 6’55
.567
.453
.386
.321
.283
.2269
.
263
eq. (2.9)
0,25 “
.631
.532
.408
,335
.266
.22s
~ .210”
.202 ‘-
,,
‘eq..,.(2.1’0)
.i875
Table 111 also contains the llequivalence factorslt for
z = 2, i$eo, the ratio of the planimetric integral values
for the 2-blade propeller to the integral computed from
equation (1.6) or (1.7) of the modified jet theory by the
1
.7 -—
,’,
J \
1-
/’
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,.
I~ same argument Ai. A.n infinite-blade’ propeller with fixedh. r,elativ.e..toinduced efficiency Ti, is ‘Iequivalentll toII ““ a ““2-blade propeller (of:’:~ddri~~~-cwa-l”’’>mept-diskarea) Whosethrust and performance coefficients are smaller in ~ ratiowhich, according to equation (1.1) or (1.2) ‘by small load-
[
i
(2). )irig (’?l~n ~) is ~q~-al ‘0, ~31 , .,a’id with increasing load
;1
., (~i-~ 0.50) shifts t’oward y~~). But’ to read therefrom,
1 ,.
,’
equivalence. respecting thrust and power for,different
swept-disk areas is not absolutely expedient, sinco eitlher
the engine r.p.m. or the coefficient of advance of the ‘“
blade tip must change with the diameter.
,, ,.
At last the curves of constant ind-uced efficiencies
can be compute”d. Starting with a sequence of values hi
for which the integral values are read from table 111,’ the
values computed according to equation (1.1) or (1.2), re-
spectively, then belong to the coefficients of advance
A ‘~iAi and later giv”e tile”parameter curve ~. = con~to
‘1
1j’: in a double logarithmic (h, c~) or, (A, cl) chart, re-
,~
I
‘spectively. Note the axis of abscissa, Z=2, in fig-
ures 13 and 14’ to w~ich the plotted chart corresponds.
J
Hence, the parameter curves approach in the logarith-
mic chart left-hand horizontal asymptotes.
J Act~allZi ‘however, ~ ;i : 0 at’’stat:~ thrust; A =
lir.1A + O
i
and Cs becomes infinite, so that these asymp-
‘n:
tote ~alues have no significance for the evaluation of the
static thrust itseifl ‘ But they do prove useful in an ap.
praisal of the conditions at nonvanishing coefficient of
advance , because the Just-cited equation rests on the
premise of vanishing twist and unif~rm a“xial velocity dis-
tribution across the’jet sectioti. “It is identical with the
well-known formula for the axial efficiency
,, ,lm--
.,\
.,
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.
l
. . .
ma =
,.+& (2.6)
and gives the efficiency decrease unavoidable for produc-
ing a certain thrust. Accordingly, reading the efficiency
for a certain c.s (or Ct) in figure 13 (or fig. 14) on
the left-hand horizontal asymptotes, it corresponds to the
simple jet theory. But a more exact theoretical upper lim-
it for the free-running 2-blade propeller would be a small-
er efficiency to be read with the same ordinate ‘over the
pertinent efficiency. The difference of both indicates
the highest possible gain obtainable ~Y the most ideal
guide apparatus behind such a one without enlarging the
jet section and by equal postulated total thrust (or equal
power input of propellers).
As the coefficient of advance increases, the slipstream
twist as well as its nonuniformity, because of the finite
blade number, effects an always greater decrease in effi-
ciency. A thrust ,formula for Z=2 could be evolved
from equations (2.3) and (2.4) suitable for all coefficients
of advance, but which would be quite cumbersome and become
of the 6th order in. ~i.
On the other handi equation (2.2) affords the follow-
ing simple beginnings of series expansions which are suit-
able as approximations for great Ai:
J2) 1 1
—-”—+”31 = ... l...“2 (2.7)
16 hi 48 hi4
J2) = 1 1
—- -—
52 + .....
32 ~:4 32 h,e
Y(2) 1 1
31 ‘,;” +
—-- + .....
12 Aiz
7!:) =-+’ 3“ <+, ,., * ‘
15 32 Ai2
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2..10)
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(1 - qi) “~i,~ “’l?i(5Ti ‘.3) .“.
,....,,” !~’,.~-,,,.,~’ =-:’. ,1,..
s, “+’:*.* 1
(2.11)
2h; ,,”’~..; 6J2 . ;:.,... ..
. . .
.,.
The equations obtained by omitting the points are practi-
cal to’ coefficients of advance as low” as 1.5.
~~,)
At Ai =
““1.,5”, is obtained from equation (2”.7) only ,4percent
too “low, while the error of cs in equation (2.11) is
even less than that,
In first approximation, the factors before the brack-
ets should be used? Then the curves of constant efficien-
cy approach toward the right, straight lines with the pitch
-2. ~i is ambig~ous function of cs; the maximum values
1’
Cs illax = —
8 ~2
(2.13)
Only the efficiencies above 50 percent are of practi-
cal significance:
,,
.;
‘qi* .’:+ A ~:
.8A2 Cs
22
~(2.14)
the * sign serving as reminder that the equation is cor-
rect only for great coefficients of advance;
‘.,
3. “’FIRST i;iETHODOF INTERPOL~TION TO ANY,BLADE NUMBER
Proceeding frq.m the exact calculations for Z=2 and
z =m, the integra} values can be accurately interpolated
without determination of the circulation distributions for
arbitrary blade number, by combining two ideas, one of
which affords ’information for very small, the other for in-
finite coefficientof advance. Optimum circulationswere
, l.ll-,,.,,,m--,.-
---,--- ,-. .
—
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already available “for- k =3 “’”and z ‘= 4,” some” earlier
computed by the DVfi,.‘“S’ometabulated.--y-y.LQQk,-yeatm+n (ref -
erence 6, p.” 26) . Since both calculations proceeded from
simplifying assumptions apt to produce increasing errors
as the coefficient of advance increases, the discrepancies
in these tables are considerable. .They. are therefore used
only up to medium coefficients, .ofadvance a.s %ase for the
uore exact shape of the curves to be described. F“or the
less important numbers of blades, 6 and 8, (reference 1)
the slightly less accurate aethod is used.
.,
For small coefficients of advance, the boundaries of
the propeller ”vortex surface,s follow in very close sequence.
The distance of two adjacent boundary curves (more exact:
the vertical distance of the two parallel straight lines
obtained by development in the plane) is:
‘a=~’”:~i. ~
~ It.
-—
z
—-, ,,,
V/l + Ai2
and becomes small in relation to the diameter for great
blade number or small Xi, This makes the flow for median
blade zones comparable wi~nfi”that for”infinite blade number,
and the potential flow about the edges of the propeller
vortex surfaces with a screen flow on parallel half-planes
at distance a. L. Prandtl (who originally made these
comparisons (reference 1)) obtained his well-known approxi-
mate formula for ~, and hence for 31 with thea. We do
not use Prandtlls equation itself, but the statement that
at sinall coefficients. af” advance equal ~ distributions
and consequently approximately, equal’.value of
Jz)
,belong to different arguments for z and ~i$ for
m,n ,,
which only
.,’,
. . ,,
a 2 &
-— =- ——
,,,,
r
—- ,,
nRz
.,
1 + Ai2
. .
(3.1)
assumes th”e same value. ‘ It is Eielmbold!s suggestion (ref-
‘e’rence 5, fi’g. 3) tO plot instead of ~i the value of the
,..
expression (3.1) on tlie abscissa, starting at the origin.
Using it as in figures 8’and 9, the values of Ai’ and the
abscissa fo’”rany blade nuinber can be obtained without cal-
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culat ion, Another: advantage for the interpolation is the
“-”’-finite -absci ssa’.~leng:thfor ,,t.hg,i y.finit,e range of Xi .
Y(2)
Plotting the equivalence figures ~1
(2) .
and Y for the
,, 52
2-~lade propeller of ta~le’’III in figures 8a@ 9 affords
.
a pair of moiloton”ic curves, which closely hug the tangent
in the right-hand erid point prescribed, by equations (2.9)
and (2.10), respectively; According to.Prandtlls, concept,
the corresponding curves for. other blade numbers starting
at the left top corner must for a short distance follow
very closely to’ the plotted curve.
For infinite coefficient of advance, Westwater (rpf-
erence 7)’bas derived an infinite series for ~ as gen-
eralization of the first term in equation (2.2) to any
blade nuinber by conformal tra~sformation, which. he evalua-
ted for 2=3 and 2==4. As geilera.lization of the co-
efficients of, the first terins iri e,quati~n.s (2.’7) and (2.8),
a term-by-term integration in I,Tcs.twaterls series affords
an eve-n more simple series of the values
( A \* (’~nKi~,n,/ = ‘1?n Km,n)for Ai ==, which, for 2=1l
and 2=2, can be interrupted after a few terms and re-
,main sumnable even for 2=4.
It gave for Z=l Z=,2 z = 3 Z=4 z = 5 z=8 z=~
(Ai’ ~
~1)* = S:256 1:1’6 0.u846 l:ti2 0.127 0.1455 1:4
(~; K ,2)* = 35:2048 1:32 .044 1:6 m .069” .0809 1:6
.
and hence
Y:l = 0.1406 G.2500 0.338’ 0.4053 0.51 0.582 1
Y;a =. .1025 .1875 .264 .3183 .41 .485 1
The related points in figures 8 and 9 are denoted
with * and constitute as exact and readily computed end
points of the desired curves a substantial aid for the in-
terpolation. A glance, especially at figure 8, reveals that
these end points are quite close to the curve 2=2 and, s
since all curves probably vary monotonically as for z = 2,
it approximately follows that t-ne equivalence figures
#z)
31 for the customary blade numbers and for all coeffi-
—,, --—
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cients of advance are related to ~ i. -only. In
‘&
~.
other words: The agreement in the sense of ?randtl!s the-
orem still ,-holds at high rises for the equivalence figures
‘Y long after the related K distributions and the val.31’
ues of K31 and ~i2 ~31 ha,ve become markedly unlike.
This Ilfortunate accident, 11however, does not appear so very
remarkable any more if expressed in’ more ~imnle terms as
follows: Tile percent thrust lOSS due to flow around the
edges of the propeller surfaces is largely dependent upon
the ratio of boundary curve distance to jet circumference
only.
For the more precise determination of the curves for
the 3- and 4-blade propellersin figures 8 and 9, earlier
calculations were resorted to. The maximum error for Ai=l
does not exceed 4 percent. 3y the opposite process, the
integral values can be determined with the same accuracy
and the thrust and power c-narts coaputed for each individu.
al blade number, as effected for the 2-blade propeller.
T]I~ ratio of the ‘l~quivalentll (s~a~l) thrusts or power
for the saine induced efficiency and coefficient of advance
can be directly read from figure 8; for instance, between
the 2- (2) (3) .fjUtinand 3-blade propellers, it is Y31 :’Y31 “
practice the case is usually the opposite: the gain in ~i
by increasing the number of blades for a fixed thrust load-
ing cs (or power loading CL ) is of interest, It is
therefore desirable to combine tile efficiency curves for
all blade nu:cbers into one chart. Unfortunately, not even
the approximate law achieved for the equivalence figures
Y 31 is readily transferable. Neither is a transformation
,, , ,,
of the ordinate c~ (or ~.) possible in relation to the
blade nur,ber, applica”ole co all coefficients of advance,
nor do corresponding efficiency curves for different blade
numbers lend themselves to coiabin.a,tionby- vertical dis-
place:llent. On the otiler hand, tile set task can be accom-
plished by a transformation of the abscissa as shown in,the
next section.
, ,, 11
iIll
r=- — L -. —.,
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4tiSECOND METHOD OF INrERPOLATIOl$ AND DESIGN OF THE CH.ARTS
,.. .-,..-
Figure 10 shows the most important integral values
K ‘“31 “for z = ~ and z = m blades, With the logarithmic
scale employed, the”vertical distance of two points over
indicates the equivalence figure;~:)same abscissa Xi
31 ‘ which .SO far guided the interpolation. .Now, however,
the two curves merge with better agreement through hori-
zontal than through vertical displacement, as disclosod %y
plotted tangents. A similar behavior may be looked for
for the intermediate curves z = 3; 4; l ** l The horizon-
tal distance of the points of the curves which presents
the ratio of the arguments Ai with equal function values
K is therefore,31’ even if physically not quite so logical,
a Particularly suitable quantity for the interpolation, be-
cause of its fluctuation within narrow limits for any num-
ber of blades z.
,..
The Iezgths tiy which the points of curve 2=2” had
to be shifted horizontally to the right in a logarithmic
a-oscissa scale of unit 125 m.i~l,until they nerged with curve
Z=m, have been plotted iil fiGure 11 against the related
values ~i (scale of a-~~cissa a~ain according to equation
~~~l.e~s ~n_f~$Ures 8 and 9) .
The result is tile curve
.. —
.
The r tio of the correlated coefficicilts of
advailce can be read from a further orcliilate scale. For tY.e
still missing curves, the points for very small coefficients
of advailce were approxiinated and ‘the correct end points for
Ai =m exactly determined. The known curve 2=2 must
gradnally merge with. the horizontal course of the, ‘a”xis (Z =
.1-), so that t-he curves Z=3, ~.. can be plottod fairly
accurately. Further improve.nents’can”ie made by comparison
with figure 8 and sOme refinements, whereby the two interpo-
lation iaethods supplement one another quite well. It “will
be found tnat the presu.,led la~~,of constant abscissa dis-
placement is etien much better. fulfilled if the distances are
me”hsured from curve 2=2 i]~stead of from Z=m,,
Fo~t~le trailsference of this law to figures 13 and 14.,
Which alrea?.y contain the curves of constant effictencics
for Z=2, it’is important that for every constant ~i
the ratio Of ~i be equal to the ratio of the geometric x
itself. i:;oroover, at light loading (mi ~ 1), equal val-
. .
ues
~:$;)
according to equations (1.1) aild (1.2) have
. ..— . . ---.--——- ~;@4
.. . ,. ,,, ,., ...
.. . :., .’ ,.. .,, ,
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. . .
equal thrust” and “power loading for “different ‘blade number:.
A sitiilar statement is not “possible for” ks = cs A2
,.
or i~ ‘–”c ‘~:– ~,~=, because ’fa,ctor X2 or “X3 is i“nvo”lved.
This explains why figure.”14, for iv.stance, gives the power
loading CL rather than the more common power factor k
figure 14 tian be used in computations ~itll k~, ‘z”Even so,
siilce kt= Cl A3 =c~n~t,- is presented by straight lines
of pitch -30 It should:be noted, however, that each blade
number z has a different straight line as aresult of
the abscissa transformation.
,“.’.
.
With increasing loading, tile”effect of K52 may be-
come disturbing: For the CU~Ve ~i = 0S50 , on a~~oufit
of
Cs = 8 K[:) +’8 K$ . ,“ ,,
the abscissa transformation for the function (K~~ + K5Q )
ratlher than K31 is decisive, as shown in figure 12. A
helpful fact is that the end points for infinite coeffi-
cient of advailce are exadtly the same as in figure 11,
since
1
K31 disappears quadratically in () but K52y’
of the fourth order. The abscissa displacementfor large
coefficients of advance is thus uniformly deterrdined for
all efficiency curves by Y3*I, which, moreover, can be
quite accurately expressed by -. By indicating with
Z+6
‘Ieql:.ivalentcoefficients of advan,cel’ those which for dif-
ferent blade numbers by equal induced efficiency ~i have
equal coefficients ct and Cs, the formula may be ex--
pressed as’ follows:
The squares of equivalent coefficients of advance
are, for very larg~ coefficients of advance, exact, .-”j:~. for
customary coefficients of advance, approximately like, the
inverse equivalence figures ‘Y~l, that is, about like
( 6’)z+- At the same time, the formula (2.14), practical21*
for A>2 can be generalized for any blade number as:
.——-. . . .. ,,- ,., ., ,, ,,, , ,, ,,.,,
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Strictl~~ speaking, the abscissa transformation is
-- somewhat related, t,o,,$~e,efficiency, as a comparison of fig-
ures 11 and 1,2 shotis.’ But; sifice vieproceed from-two ,-.,
blades, the discrepancy is not noticeable for less than 6
and 8, or an infinity of blade num%ers,, whore our in,tor-
est is solely theoretical and “exact figures are availablo
from the modified jet theory. lYioreover, ‘while this dis-
crepancy ir~creases with dccrea’sing coeff’icicnt of advance,
tho flattenin~ out of the efficiency’curves lessens its
i,mportanc.e again, Arid.~f, in addition, ‘th”edisplacement
is referred to = 0.90, as effected in figures 13”and‘Vi
14, the” error withj.n tile -preseated range rema”~ns within
the accuracy of the interpolation methods. The’ result for
the charts (figs. 13 and.14), which are exact for Z=2,
is that the potential error in efficiency for 2=3, and
Z=4, will scarcely exceed the inaccuracy of readii~g.
5. USI 01 CYiARTS
Figures 13 ai~d 14 illustrate the f’~,nctional relation.
ship between coefficient of advance A , blade number z,
thrust loatdin~ cs (power loading cl ) ani tho induced
ef~icienw ni of tile free-running .optimum prcpeller.
Given, for instance, A , z, and c1 , and seeking
the induced efficiency ~i the application is as follows:
,: -.,
.,
L_ ...
#,k/&5.zf%the valu~,ronf
%
~~~~ on axis 2=2, proceed
parallei to the nex~?~s raight line until reaching the per-
tinent axis z (= 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, or m). Perpendicular
over t’iieintersection on the ordinate correspon.diilg to the
,given loading, read the induced efficiency ~i ‘,atthe
parameter curves. It at ‘the saine time ~T:ivest,he axi,al ef-
,.
ficiency ‘qa at the sa:lleordinate in the left-hand portion
on the horizontal asymptotes of the efficiency curves. The
difference. between ma and lli represent& the losses due
to slipstream twist and fini.ty of b~ale n“u.nber.
The str”aigiltlines plotted dt,agon&lly to axes z are
not exactly parallel, but gradually straighten out wi”th
increasing coefficient of advance; “as stipulated by figures
11 and 12.’ But, wit”~in the narrow range cjf cu.~tornary coef-
ficients of advance, these straight l’ines ~ay be ,consi,~ered
parallel. Then tile trar.sf(ormation process on axes z can
,>
$
.
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be si,mpl~ replaced by a transparent scale with the points
2=2,3, “4F 6, 8, a,’ which is horizontally placed over
the chart so that its point z = 2 falls on the given co-
efficient of advance.
The gains in efficiency; obtainable by preservation
of’ the remaining conditions through increase’ of the num-
ber”of blades,are defined from points located on horizontal
lines. On the other hand, a straight line of pitch 2 cor-
responds in figure 14 to the change in diameter at equal
values of N=hp., n = r.p.m., p = density, v = flying
speed, and z = number of blades, since the elimination of
diameter J from
v 1,
~.—. (5.1)
nnD
and
(5.2)
gives
wliere the factor of ?12 is Nadelungts (reference 8) llgeo-
metric big-n speed. 11 It contains only tne given fixed
quantities, is nondimensional and computable in logarith-
niic scale, for instance, by staking off with a divider.
If this is effected on the vertical straight for A=l,
the point defines the straight of pitch 2,, on which the
scale for diameter D can be marked according to equation
(5.1). A reduction of diameter has an adverse efficiency
effe~t , which may be overcome under certain circumstances
by raising the number of blades.
This leads back to the question of “equivalent diam-
eter” for different blade nuinber previously tou.c”nedupon
in connection with the equivalence figures (section 2).
Proceeding, for instance, from a 2-blade propeller for a
certain condition of operation: On changing to 4 blades,
the diameter is to be reduced while preserving the quanti-
ties appearing in the geometric high speed, so that the
induced efficiency does not change. Tho construction.is
possible in either ono of the charts and the results are
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identical: First, plot the point following from the given
operating condition of the 2-blade propeller. Move hori-
zontally to the left from this starting”point’ so faras it
corrs:sponds to the transition from axis 2=2 .to axis
2=4. From there, fo.1.low”in correspondence to the diam-
e,ter reduction along a straight line of pitch2. to the in-
tersection with the efficiency curve belonging to the
starting point. The difference in height of the two curve
points ,then indicates the ratio of the related loadings as
well as the ratio of the squares of the coefficients of
advance and the inverse r“atio of the equiv,a}ent propeller
disk, areas. .
Accordinq to the above, any degree of improvement in
efficiency would be possible by suitable enlargement of
diameter. Rut the adverse effect disregarded in the cal-
culation caused by simultaneous approach. of ,the propeller
tip speed toward velocity of sound militates against this.
It is therefore recommended that a constant tip. speed be
substituted for the constant flying speed v in the above
arguments. The .ques,tions involved thereby are treated in
an article by E. Bock and R. Nikod,emus (reference 9), which
follows.
.,. ,,
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~j.+re ~.= Optiiiium circulation distribution Q alon~ the
%lade of ti-ietwo-blade propeller (solid curves) compared
to corresponding optimum distributions for finite blafle
numb er ,(dask.ed curves) ,
Firqure 7.- Average factor K = ~(2):~(m) ; i.e., ratio Of
o:otimum circulation of 2--ola.deand infinite blade pro-
p;ller for cqu.al induced efficiency xi at the corre-
s:oonding ‘Dlade radii r = 2,x. .-
Fi.:ure 8.- 7(’) = K$; ): Z(:j.Equivalence fi.s;ure ~1
At li~ht loa,din~ (vi Zl), -this is the ratio
of c. (or cl) of thfisZ-hiade propeller to the corre-
s~o:l+ing Cs (or cl) of the equivaleilt infinite-blade
~ro~eller.
(2) (2)l’i~ure 9.- (>)Eaui.valence f?.gure ‘YF2 = lC~. : l~’~a.
.
cm and z at equal ir-duced efficiency ‘qi.
~j.--:lrereIze- .$-b~ciss~s for eqnal values
(
@ + K(2)’
52 )
and
(
>.(~)
“3 1
+ ,J;)
)
. . The second ordinate scale gives the
ratio ~(~):x(z) of the equivalent coefficients of ad-
vance by induced efficiency mi = 0.50.
Fi~ure 13.- Chart showin.~ the relation ‘Octween coefficient
of adva]~ce A, number of blades z, induced efficien-
~y T~ ~ and the thrust loading cs of t’he frec-run-
nin.g optimun prope,llcr.
Example: Given: A=0.45.; Z=4;C = 0.09.
Read: ‘qi = C.950; qa = 0,:79.
,,!., ,=
..
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~i,gure 14.. Chart showing the relation bet’ween coefficient
of advailce h, blade ilu~llberz , induced efficiency
T1. and the power ‘loading Ct of the free-running op-!IY
ti;:lUiilpropeller.
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PROSPECTS OF PROPELLER DRIVE FOR HIGH FLYING SPEEDS*
,—..
.
~y’G~’”Bo,c~.ahdR. ,Nikodemus - ~~.. 7..,,’...
}/‘
]‘
!,
.
,.
.SUitiMkRY ,
Since the propeller efficiency ’becomes so much worse
as the tip speed approaches sonic velocity and, to an in-
creasing extent as the flying speed is higher, it is cus-
tomary to keep the tip speed ”frorn exceeding 0.85 and 0.95
times the velocity of sound.
The induced efficiency Ti obtainable for certain
flight conditions can be defined from’”ideal performance
charts. The actual efficiency
~th of a free’-running
J propeller contains in addition the efficiency-decreasing
‘ffect ‘~ the@xiiJ3Jrgio‘p= ;’~whic~y “according
to model propeller tests, ranges for modern propeller forms
between 0.025abd 0.035 for optimum efficiency of high-speed
flight.
The characteristic values of engine and propeller can
(n2 J/p)’” = upbe combined in a nondimensional quantity —
—*
‘R
termed the ‘thigh speed of the propeller tip. 11 Together
v
with the nondimensional flying speed —, it defines the
obtainable efficiencies.
‘R +-t.+ Ad
,., .
The maximum efficiency at present flying speeds l.ie”s
at around 600 to 700 km/h (373 to 435 m.p...);); by further
increase in flying spe~d, the efficiency drops materially,
(“]and so much more as u\p
is greater” and the number of
blades is less (figs. 26 and 27).
/
The cause of the drop in efficiency at high flying
speeds is &+e—%.e the serious, increase in twist losse,s (fig.
———
*ll~ie Aussichten des Luftscnraub”enantriebes fiir hohe Flug-
geschwindigkeiten. ‘l Luftfahrtfor schung, vol. 15, no. 7,
July 6, 1938, pp. 334-3390
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28) .-.Whether- the se losses can be effectively lowered” 3Y
Count errotating propellers or by ,guide surfaces, remains
to be explained. ,
‘= %. ‘“
To lower the veloc,$ty of the propeller tip below the
customary figure o%’ C.18 to[O.22 in order to effect an ap-
preciable increase ‘in propeller efficiency, involves sub-
stantially greater propeller diameters and considerably
lower r.p. m. ,(fig. 29). The increased power plant and
propeller weight connected herewith may make the gain in
efficiency ineffectual.’
,.
1. INTROD?JCTION
,..
Increased flying speed has always been paramount in
the development of the airplane. The criterion ~or the
stage of development’ is seen from ihe worldls ‘“s~eedrec-
ords, shown in figure 15. Between 1918 arid 1928, the i
speed rose from around 300 km/h (186 m.p.h.) to about
450 km/h (280 m.p.h.), or 50 percent; within the next 10
years, it rose to 700 km/h (435 m.p.h.} or another 80 per-
cent . (In the meantime, the speed record for” Iandplanes
has been raised to 635 kfi/h (394 m.p.h.) by the Heinkel
He 112.) In view of this steady progress, the temptation
arises ‘to make some predictions” shout future performances;
speeds ‘of 800 km/h and sore are definitely feasible wit’hin
the near future. ,“
The purpose of th~ present article is to ascertain,
the propeller drive for such high flying speeds and what
propeller efficierici.es may ‘be looked for. Ito propeller
tests for such flying speeds being available at the pres-
ent tine, the arguments advanced here are, on the whole,
based on theoretical considerations. T%is method has the
advantage of ~reater general validity tha$n investigations
based solely u“pon measurements with certain propeller ..
s
~orms. Several simplifications “are,,,of course, unavoid-
able.
,,
.,
2. EFFECT OF CO1@R”ESSIBILITy OT THE AIR
,..
ON THE PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
. ,.,.,,., . . .. .. . .,. ,.. . . .
..
,.
As ,the velocity of flow a.pp,roaches ‘the ,velocity of
sound , the drag of airfoils increases, as is known, con-
,
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!ij siderably. The increase is,
&
asid,e’f’rom t.heprofile form,
..~argely depe’vd”ent upon the lift. coefficient and begin s..to
1 become very eff Get iv-e”“a’thlach.numbers o.f around 0.7 ,(fig.
/. 16). On the propeller, ‘the”‘vdlocitiy .wi.th which the indi-
vidual blade el..ementsare cent.ac,te.d.(fig, 17) ,is the re -
/; sultant
‘r o“f the velocit”y: in circumferential direction
Ur and the flying speed’. v. Consequently, there must he
a distinct decrease in efficiency on approaching sonic
velocity, when the resultant velocity vr of a blade ele -
Lient starts to exceed” the Mach number 0.7. .This begins
first at the blade tip (Vr = vR) ,’although the decrease
in efficiency connected with..it is “slight ‘aslong as this
critical Mach! s number -remains. confined ,to4the tip regions
themselves., The ,n:ug~or of .bla.deelements lying within ad-
verse zone is largely d“”ependent upon t-ne flying speed, as
~ecn in figure 17.
,. .,
The res~lta;lt velocity o“f a blade element Vr is
shown plotted against the distance r from the axis of
, z
8 rotation for various v in figure 17, all velocities be-
ing referred to the propeller tip speed VR. A scale has
been added on the right-hand side by which, for instance,
.
the tip speed
‘R was made equal to 0.,9 of the sonic ve-
locity. It is found t“hat, with increasing v while Vr
remains the same, always more parts shift into the region
of high Mach numbers. At the present maxim’um flying speeds
v
of around —= 0.6 for a tip speed of VR. = 0.9 of veb
‘R
. locity of sound, the outer third of the blade, e’xceeds the
critical Mach number of 0.7, while at.a flying speed of
v
—= 0.8, i.e., at around 835 km/h (518 .m.p.n.) at 6 km
‘R i
(19,650 ft.) al’ti.tude, the entire blade length is within
, the advance zone:’ Consequently, the efficiency must de-
,cre”ase by increasin~ flying speed even if the same tip
speed is maintained.
,,
: F. M, Thomas,’.F. If: Caldwell, and T.. B, “Rhines attempt-
ed to determine the change in effic.ienc:y on nearing sonic
velocity in relation to the pr,ofile form, the angle of at-
tack of the blade, o’r:kift coefficient, resp,ecti’vely, as
well as the coefficient .of advance ,of the propeller on the
basis of available test d.ata (reference 1). They found
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that the efficiency decrease becomes..less on approaching
sonic velocity even for constant tip speed with increasing
coefficient of advance, i.e. , with increasing flying speed.
This is in contradiction with the theoretical treatment
cited above. l~ost likely, the data worked VP ly Thomas,
Caldwell, and Rhines are insufficient for the separation
of the individual effects in generally valid form, as
Weinigls investigations (reference 2) also indicate.
Accordingly, since liO satisfactory explanation of the
efficiency decrease thr.ou.ghapproach of sonic velocity is
possible, all velocities in the following study are, in
order to minimize the erro”r caused by omissio,n of these in-
fluences, referred to tile tip speed of the propeller, which
at present usually ranges at Mach numbers of 0.85 to 0.95. “
3. IDEAL
SiiDilarly to the inetb.odof dividing the drag of air-
foil in induced and profile drag, the efficiency of a pro-
peller can be divided into induced. efficiency ‘rIi and a
quality factor c. T“~e induced eff’.iciency ‘qi allows for
both tile j“et and twist losses, which in turn depend lip’on
the coefficient of advance, blade loading and blade number
(reference 3). Qualitj- ~ is principal]. y a function of
the profile liftfdrag ratio Cp. As in the abbreviated
airplane-perforrian ce calculation where the profile drag :L,[[,
c is assumed constant (reference 4), the c
w
is figured”
n
as being constant. This method has the advan~age, wheil
establishing the efficiency curves, of not needing to know
the blade forms,, because the bladesl areas do not enter in-
to the calculations. The reliability of this method is
Iiscussed in,detail in section 5. “:
The propeller efficiencies obtained from tests or the-
oretical studies are usually presented in charts, the coef-
ficient of advance A serving as’abscissa and the perform-
ance factor k ~ or the power lo(adi~g cl, res~cctively,
as ordinate. A similar ‘presentation was clloscn by Kramer
(reference 5, figs. 13 and 1,4) from ,whi,ch the induced effi-
ciencies for any’ blade number and coefficient of advance”
are read. His c!fficiericies computed for z== and 2=2
blades are copie,d in figures: 18 and, 19, with logarithmic
scales for alscissa and ordiriat,e. This ha’s the advantage
-of’being able to read froim.the same diagram th.c performance
,.
.
.,.
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figure
‘2’ the power loading cl and the coefficient of
& .,. advanc,q.,.since these quantities are associated through
.,.-~. ..... ..... ....
.’,: . ,.. . ..
cl,= ‘A’. ,Simil.’archart’s are easily obtained for other”
A3 ““’ ‘“” “
blade numbers. (’rete’rbnce 5;”’fig .,:14)’.
.,;.
.
..
4. 131?I’ECTOl? BLADE NUM3ER ON.TljE EFFICIENCY
,-
,..
.
In the determination, of the.’”effect of blade number on
the induced efficiency: two fundamental cases must be dis- ~
tj.nguished: 1) Tune performance figure k~ may remain con-
‘ stant ~uring the cl~ange to a different “blade number, i’.e.,
the pro~elle’r abSorbsY inde~pendent of “blade ‘number, the
same engine ~Lnpu”tby eq’ual coefficient of advarice, equal
circumfor~ntial speed and eqnal diameter (cf. fig. 20,
i<1 = constant); 2) Un5ier .othorwise identical conditions
the power input can illcreas.~in r[LtiO “to the number of
blades
~ig. 21 ~~* = const. )
z /“
In the’ first case’, the i:~crease in blade num”~er im-
proves the i-nduced efficiency. The explanation for this
is that the losses due to flowing arou-nd the blade tip be-
come less for .groater blade nu.r~oerbeca~~se the helical
areas induced by the propeller when passing through t’ho
air are closer together (reference 5). E.”d.t, accompanying
an increase in blade nur.ber with a corresp~r.ding blade
loading
)
‘~ “Yl = con.st. ifig. 21 ,
\~
t-he previously cited ef-
fect is counterbalanced by the rise.in jet and twist .1OSSCS
produced as a result “of increased blade loading. Under
these conditions an iacrcasc in ‘olade nuaber ha,s a detrim-
ental effect on’ the efficiency. Because in comparative
calculations ‘based on model tests a:n ir,crease in’ loading
due to reduction of propeller diameter is frequently tacit-
ly presumed, the generally accep.to,d oyin.ion is that an in-
crcaso in t’nc number Of blades low~r.s the cfficienc.y. For
equal propeller diameter and equal. input power and correct
choice” of blade “’form, the multiblade propeller, mus”t - as
concerns efficiency - be always ‘superior to tlie propellor
with a few blades, provided tile attainment of ,equal c
:p
prevails for the,multiblado’ profiel.ler, ,,.
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In order to obtain the actual .propeller efficiency
presented in the performance” charts, figures 18 and 19,
the inclusion of the profile drag, tllro-agllintrodu.ct~on,of
quality factor ~ ~s necessary. Here tile Eienen.Karman
approximate forrnul.a (reference 6) may ‘De applied) according
to which the quality is. ~ ... ‘
(1)
cp and $ being coefficients d.epei~dent upon coefficient
of advance A. “T~len the tileoretic,al efficiency of the
propeller is:
n.
,,
~igur-e 8 s-news ~ plotted against the induced coefficient/
A
of advance Ai = —,
‘p serving as param.eteroTi
TO Sain an insight in the existenCe of cP on actually
constructed propeller, especially in the vici~ity of the
optimum efficiency value, var~.ous propeller test data were
so evaluated as to afford a connection between ‘fI and
‘P’
tile latter were defined accorfi.ing to equat:on (l). As for
example, the evaluation of a British test (reference 6) is
shown in figure .23. The relative coefficient of advance
.
A
was c’nosen as abscissa, X. denoting the coefficient
A:
of advance at whicil the thrust for the i:locientaryllade set-
ting H/D becomes zero. T.le ratio of T to ‘flMax of
the particular ’blade setting and. the 6P computed from the
efficiencies served as ordiilate. At. the blade settings of
“high-speed flight in vicinity of the optiimum efficiency,
the
‘P lie between 0.G25 md 0.035; the res~llts from other
propeller test data are similar.
The following calculations,” devoted to optimum effi-
ciencies only, were therefore carried ou% with CP
= G.03.
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igures of an engine, are the power
.p.m: n , and ‘the air density p,
se quantities can “be combined in
lows from the power equation
..
N
k~ =
p/2 IQ: U3
4
~>
n the propeller diameter h“ and
ocity u aim eliminated through t
i)
is:
(1-12
u
—-
mn
and.
1/
N/P)
u=
“a term
e
r
circ
elat
n’
.
umf
ion
N
-s
P
whi ch
(2)
erential
‘R
J
.—.
1+A2
(reference
1/
l-l’) 5 ‘R.—-. -—
r
---
1+A2
This expression has the dimension :li/s, It is close
related to the mechanical velcoity developed by Made
(reference 8). Since, as explained in secti”on 2, th
speed of the blade tip for the conventional airplane
today fluctuates only little, it appears quite suita
as reference quantity. Then equation (3) gives in n
di,fiensional form,
(n’ N/p)”5’
——
‘R
(kt/8
1/5
l-l)
1
‘f-- --1 -+ ,A2
‘7)
(3)
ly
iung
e
s of
ble
on-
(4)
which depends only on the characteristic values of engine
and propeller, and in the following is termed “high speed
of the propeller tip.ll
For ~redeternined characteristic engine values and a
assumed tip speed of the propeller
‘R’ the, high speed
n
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a itiach“number of around 0.9 at” 6 km altitude where the
.
-
. sonic velocity a. is approximately .320 m/s. The shape of
, the “curves ‘i”ndica’t’esa maximum of-the effici.ences, which
lies about at the presently reached top speeds..
.....
increas-
ing the’ high speed’ of the propeller tip effects a vitiation
of t.lleefficiency over the entire speed range. The reason
for this is that, for equal tip speed Vn and otherwise
,identical conditions, an increase in hig~ speed involves
an increase in r.p.m. and consequently a reduction in pro-
peller diameter” and in the volume of air grasped by the
propeller. ‘The efficiency decrease at high flying speeds
make’s itself felt especially vitiative at high speeds of
propeller tips, because then the decrease starts so much
sooner.
,. .’
The finite blade number effects a further decrease in
efficiency, as shown in figure 26. The effect of blade
number increases with the high speed of the propeller tip
and the flying spe~d. The greater decrease in efficiency
at high flying speeds, is attributable to the increasing
flow around the outer parts of. the propeller surfaces,
which is particularly great at high coefficients of advance
(reference 5) .
The introduction of CD in the efficiency (fig. 27)
.
effects primarily a parallel displacement of the efficien-
cy curves. For the modern high speeds of propeller tips,
the efficiency of a. free running, 3-biade propeller amounts
to at the most
~th = 0.83 for flying speed v = 800 km/h
(497 m.p.h.), if the admissible tip speed is assumed at
‘R =
~~o m/sO
The optimum efficiency at Tth = 0.87 ,lies at a fly-
ing speed of about 550 km/h (342 m.p.h.). If it were pos-
sible at 800 km/h flying speed to reduce the high speed of
the propeller tip to v. = G.15, a theoretical efficiency
‘f ~th = ‘X91, ‘.e.~ a~ 8 percent absolute efficiency im-
provement could be ’achieved. The importance of reducing
the r.p.m. for high flying speeds while maintaining the
tip speed is plainly observed.
A survey of the efficiency losses for the 4-blade’ pro-
peller and Up = 0.20 is presented in figure 28. The zone
marked a indicates the losses due” to profile drag; zone b,
the losses due to finity of blade number. Zone c bordered
by the induced efficiency ~i and the axial efficiency ‘fIa
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for the Z = .m blad.:s., is a criterion. for the twist losses.
They are chiefly respo~~ible, for “the material decrease in
efficiency at hi,gh flying speeds. Whether or not it is
possible ‘to effectively lower the twist losses in this zono
by using col~nterrotating propellers or by proper guide ap.
paratus, cannot be decided from theoretical investigations
alone.
The “propeller dia:flette~’sD for’ certain characteristic
engine values tinier the cited. assuinptions ‘and fl~ing speeds
at Vn = 0.15 and 0’.20 are given in f~.gl.~re290 The tip
,...
speed was chosen at 290 u/s equivalent to an air “density at
6 km and a Mach r.umber of 0.9.
Then the assumption of an engine output 3T gives the
engine r.p.m. for any high speed of the propelle~. tip up.
The propeller dia~ileter follows after combinins eauations
(2) and- (4) as:
.2 -
. .
‘1-rD2 11 7 N (vRa - v~).
Fp = —“- = — -—.. —.. ——..--—- = - — —--
4 P41-rvp5 VR5(1 + A2) p 4 I-r”upsVR5
or, if for the quoted quantities (N, P, vR,’~p)
is dete.rm.ined froi~ ‘Jo,
.
f
.-—
0 = J-- ‘ VR2 – T#
nn
The propeller dia:~cter decroasos, as is seen
.
(7)
the r.p.in.
(8)
in fiQ-
.,
ure 29, with-the flyin~ speed. Its size is primarily gov-
erned by and N. For instance: the propeller diam-
‘l?
eter at 800 km/h flying speed and vu = 0.20 is around
2.5 meters for a 1,000 hp. en~iq~, bit 4.5 netersfor a
3,000 hp. engine, whereby tile r.p.m. drops from 1,,390 to
800 r,p.m. Reverting to a high speed of propeller tip of
= 0.15, which, accordinq to fi~ure 27, results in about
‘P
8 percent gain in efficiency the propeller dia,let~r i~-
crcases respectively to 5 and 9 neters by a decrease of
r.p.i~.to 680 and 390 respectively. Th8 gain in efficiency
due ,to lowering the can therefore,
‘P
especially by great
en~inc power, be neutrali:cd ‘Dythe increa~ed weight of the
,pro,pcller and Qf the reduction gear of the engine.
Translation by J. Vs.nier,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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3.
4.
5.
7.
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LEGENDS
Yigure 15. - Rise of speed records.
Figure 16. - Effect of high flying speed on the profile dra~
(IT.A.C.A. Report 492).
Figi-lrc17.- a ~~nic Vcl.ocity flying speed
~’R ti“~ speed; vr = (:/R) vR
~ circujlftircctial speed; Ur = (r/R) UR
Fiyure 1’7.- Resultant velocities vr against axial dist-
ance
2“
Fi-y.re 18.- Induced efficiencies (Z=al).
~ig-~.re 1.9.- Induced efficiencies (2=2).
Ti?are 20.- Rffect of blade n’.7.mberon indv.eed efficiency for
constant blade loading (kt = COllstailt).
rj-g.~1.~21c- Effcct .of blade number on induced efficiency for
kl
constant blade Loading -- = corlstant .
z
Fi-:ure 2?.- Quality of propeller according to 3icnen and/
vor. Ka.r:~an.
~u,nbcr of ‘olades 2=4
Desi2n pitch ~~= 1.5 (r = 0.7.R)
,>
u
31ade width ratio ~ = 0.0775 (r = 0.7 R)
l%ickncss ratio d = 0.11 (r = 0.7 R)
T
‘q propeller efficiency
c~ lift/drag ratio
A-o coci’ficient of advance for zero thrust
Fi,;u.rc23.- i?ropcllcr Gfficieilcies afid
~p”(2.& ~,,{~;o. 1673, ~ritish A_R.G. ).
Fi-:ure 2+.- Cilart for computing the high speed of the pro-
(n2N/P)li’
peller tip —
‘P =
l
vR
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Ti induced efficiency lJ horsepower
&. ,.,,, q propeller r..p.m.
:.
..
~R ‘=fi~~~ “ti~ ~~eed p air density
>’
l?i.~ure25,- Induced efficiencies a:qainst flyin~ speed,
(.=CD).
‘o~11 theoretical effiCieilcy N horsepower
(CP = 0.03) n propeller rop.m.
vR = -7, tip speed
P air density
Fi~ure 26.- In.d.ucedefficiencies a~ainst flyin~ speed,
(z=~, 4, 3).
Ti induced. efficiency w-. ‘horsepower
= ~~z + ~a, tip speed ~
propeller r.p.m.
Vp air density
3’i.gure27.- Theorctical effici~nc:.cs a~ainst flyin;; speed,
(z=@, 4, 3).
rla axial efftctcricy il pro~cller r.p.;m.
?-.11 induced efficiency ~~ hars~power
Tth theoretical efficiency
,.,
~lir d.e.nsity
.-—
~ua +7, tip speedz blade nuin-aer vp, =
ltftjd.ra,~ ratio
‘P v fl;rin~~ speed
Fi,gure 28.- ~fficiency losses against flyin~ speed (Z=4).
Fi:<ure 29.- F’repeller dia:ileter in relation to flyin~ speedO
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